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Wonderland
We are proud to present the very first Special Edition in the enchanting NYT
bestselling Whatever After series.

The Wonderland of Knowledge
Forced to return to London to try to save Max from the gallows, Hugo and Neve are
well aware of the danger of their situation and try to anticipate every eventuality.
But, betrayal comes from an unexpected quarter, putting Neve and Hugo in mortal
danger, and forcing them to reevaluate whom they can trust. Unexpected
reunions, simmering old hatreds, and shocking betrayals abound as Neve and
Hugo race against time to help Max, and flee England before it's too late.

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Lookingglass
First published in 1865, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland began as a story told to
Alice Liddell and her two sisters on a boating trip in July 1862. The novel follows
Alice down a rabbit-hole and into a world of strange and wonderful characters who
constantly turn everything upside down with their mind-boggling logic, word play,
and fantastic parodies. Like the first, this second edition includes Carroll’s earlier
story Alice’s Adventures Under Ground, which allows readers to trace the revisions
and to compare Carroll’s own illustrations in the original with the famous John
Tenniel illustrations for Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. This edition also includes
new appendix material: George MacDonald writing on the fantastic, the eighteenthcentury children’s story Goody Two-Shoes, a section on film and television
adaptations of Alice, and new illustrations.
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Wonderland, the Story of Ancient and Modern New Mexico
A classic of modern French literature, the thrilling real-life story of the military
hero, ambassador, ladies man, writer, and loving son I grew up longing for the day
when I could tear down the veil of darkness and absurdity concealing the true face
of the universe and discover at last a smile of kindness and wisdom; I grew up in
the certitude that one day I should help my fellow men to wrest the world from our
enemies and give back the earth to those who ennoble it with their courage and
warm it with their love. Promise at Dawn begins as the story of a mother’s
sacrifice: alone and poor, she fights fiercely to give her son the very best. Romain
Gary chronicles his childhood in Russia, Poland, and on the French Riveria; he
recounts his adventurous life as a young man fighting for France in World War II.
But above all he tells the story of the love for his mother that was his very
life—their secret and private planet, their wonderland “born out of a mother’s
murmur into a child’s ear, a promise whispered at dawn of future triumphs and
greatness, of justice and love.”

Thailand, a Golden Wonderland
First published in hardcover: New York: Nancy Paulsen Books, 2016.

Abby in Wonderland (The Baby-Sitters Club #121)
Nonsense songs from Alice in wonderland
Promise at Dawn
In the spring of 1685, Lord Hugo Everly, ardent supporter of the Protestant upstart
the Duke of Monmouth, vanishes without a trace just before the Monmouth
Rebellion, leaving future generations forever baffled as to what might have
become of him. In 2013, while visiting Everly Manor as part of her job as a location
scout for a film production company, Neve Ashley stumbles onto a secret passage
that leads her into the seventeenth century and straight into the path of the illfated lord. Neve is able to return safely to her own time, but she can't forget the
man she met or the fate that's about to befall him. Against her better judgment,
Neve decides to go back and warn Hugo of impending danger, not realizing that
she's walking into danger herself, for history is never straightforward, and people's
motives not always what they appear to be. Taken hostage by the very man she
was trying to save, Neve is trapped in the seventeenth century, her fate now
intertwined with that of her captor, and the future something that neither one of
them could have envisioned.

Breaking Dawn
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Second Edition
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Blood of Wonderland
Naked In Wonderland Volume Two
Revolution is rising in Wonderland. Dinah’s battle has begun. Colleen Oakes’s
twisted reimagining of the Queen of Hearts origin story continues in this thrilling
sequel, Blood of Wonderland. Dinah has been exiled from Wonderland. The vicious
father she always feared has framed her for the brutal murder of her brother and
turned the kingdom against her. Now hiding in the lush and mysterious Twisted
Wood with only her war steed at her side, Dinah is faced with a choice—to leave
Wonderland forever, or stay and fight her father for the throne. When a chance
encounter with one of her father’s long-lost enemies brings Dinah more allies than
she ever could have imagined, war starts to feel inevitable. But before Dinah can
lead her people into combat, she must confront certain truths about her heart and
her destiny—no matter how dark those truths may be. Don’t miss War of the
Cards, the epic conclusion to the Queen of Hearts trilogy.

Educational News
A true story of one of the most gruesome mass murders in Los Angeles history.
This incredible twenty-year saga includes brutal murder, vicious robbery,
corruption at the highest levels of the judiciary and law enforcement, bought off
witnesses and jury tampering, intimidation, bribery, organized crime, as well as
drug dealing and all it's violent repercussions. All of these barriers seem
insurmountable to the cops who are assigned to pick their way through this
"garden of evil." Several other high profile cases of the period are high lighted.

The Motion Picture Guide
Lynn Austin Will Delight Readers with Her Winsome Heroine Alice Grace Ripley
lives in a dream world, her nose stuck in a book. But happily-ever-after life she's
planned on suddenly falls apart when her boyfriend, Gordon, breaks up with her,
accusing her of living in a world of fiction instead of the real world. Then to top it
off, Alice loses her beloved job at the library because of cutbacks due to the Great
Depression. Fleeing small-town gossip, Alice heads to the mountains of eastern
Kentucky to deliver five boxes of donated books to the library in the tiny coalmining village of Acorn. Dropped off by her relatives, Alice volunteers to stay for
two weeks to help the librarian, Leslie McDougal. But the librarian turns out to be
far different than she anticipated--not to mention the four lady librarians who
travel to the remote homes to deliver the much-desired books. While Alice is
trapped in Acorn against her will, she soon finds that real-life adventure and
mystery--and especially romance--are far better than her humble dreams could
have imagined.

Zoe in Wonderland
Wonderland (the Wonderland Series
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When Abby spends a week with her grandparents at their summer house, she
learns wonderful things about her family for the first time, as well as one piece of
unhappy news.

The Road Through Wonderland
Fly Fishing in Wonderland
Falling for Alice
The Passage (the Wonderland Series
This richly illustrated book takes the reader on a journey through the legendary
and famous places of Burma, and relates the legends associated with each place,
legends which are in the blood and soul of every Burmese - young or old.

Wonderland '98-1906
During the Roaring Twenties--from 1921 through 1928--Walt Disney and his friends
made more than ninety silent cartoons, turning them out as often as one or two
per month. Years before Mickey Mouse, the young entrepreneur recruited and
nurtured an extraordinary array of talented people. Drawing on interviews with
Disney's coworkers, Disney's business papers, promotional materials, scripts,
drawings, and correspondence, the richly illustrated Walt in Wonderland
reconstructs Disney's silent film career and places his early films in critical
perspective.

Wonderland Creek
Lexie Lightfoot, owner of the Saucy Lucy Cafe, doesn?t have an ounce of law
enforcement training in her body, but when a friend goes missing and Lexie finds
her buried in a garden, she decides to lend the police department a hand. Once the
investigation begins, Lexie and her sister Lucy manage to rattle a few old skeletons
and dig up secrets that folks would rather leave hidden. When things start to cook,
the sisters and Lurch, their adopted oversize canine investigator, find themselves
in a heap of hot water.

Sunlit Norway, Nature's Wonderland
Painstakingly honest, this chilling memoir reveals how a teenager became
immersed in the bizarre life of legendary porn star John Holmes. Starting with a
childhood that molded her perfectly to fall for the seduction of “the king of porn,”
this autobiography recounts the perilous road that Dawn Schiller traveled—from
drugs and addiction to beatings, arrests, forced prostitution, and being sold to the
drug underworld. After living through the horrific Wonderland murders of 1981, she
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entered protective custody, ran from the FBI, and turned in John Holmes to the
police. This is the true story of a young girl’s harrowing escape from one of the
most infamous public figures, her struggle to survive, and her recovery from
unthinkable abuse.

Abby in Wonderland (Whatever After Special Edition #1)
Sins of Omission (the Wonderland Series: Book 3)
A little girl falls down a rabbit hole and discovers a world of nonsensical and
amusing characters.

The Wonderland Murders
The Wonderland of Lake Superior
Painstakingly honest, this chilling memoir reveals how a teenager became
immersed in the bizarre life of legendary porn star John Holmes. Starting with a
childhood that molded her perfectly to fall for the seduction of “the king of porn,”
this autobiography recounts the perilous road that Dawn Schiller traveled—from
drugs and addiction to beatings, arrests, forced prostitution, and being sold to the
drug underworld. After living through the horrific Wonderland murders of 1981, she
entered protective custody, ran from the FBI, and turned in John Holmes to the
police. This is the true story of a young girl’s harrowing escape from one of the
most infamous public figures, her struggle to survive, and her recovery from
unthinkable abuse.

The Road Through Wonderland
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales
She’s back. Jude’s childhood friend -- sexy, daring Stella-- returns to their stifling
hometown, and life will never be the same again. (Ages 14 & Up) Sixteen-year-old
Jude has to get out of tiny Churchtown. She has to escape her outcast status and
her pathetic dad, who hasn’t gotten past her mother’s death. The one bright light
is drama, her way out, if only she can get into the Lab, a prestigious program in
London. Then Stella, Jude’s childhood best friend, swaggers in after years away.
With bold and magnetic Stella by her side, Jude knows she’s capable of anything.
But Stella’s influence extends well beyond the theater. Soon Stella’s wild and
dangerous streak begins to cause trouble for Jude -- yet Jude can’t bring herself to
abandon Stella and the attention she’s always craved. And besides, now that
Stella’s back, there’s no stopping her. In Jude’s dark and tangled story, British
author Joanna Nadin plumbs the aftermath of loss and the consequences of
becoming the person you always wished you were.

Alaska
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In the explosive finale to the epic romantic saga, Bella has one final choice to
make. Should she stay mortal and strengthen her connection to the werewolves, or
leave it all behind to become a vampire? When you loved the one who was killing
you, it left you no options. How could you run, how could you fight, when doing so
would hurt that beloved one? If your life was all you had to give, how could you not
give it? If it was someone you truly loved? To be irrevocably in love with a vampire
is both fantasy and nightmare woven into a dangerously heightened reality for
Bella Swan. Pulled in one direction by her intense passion for Edward Cullen, and in
another by her profound connection to werewolf Jacob Black, a tumultuous year of
temptation, loss, and strife have led her to the ultimate turning point. Her
imminent choice to either join the dark but seductive world of immortals or to
pursue a fully human life has become the thread from which the fates of two tribes
hangs. This astonishing, breathlessly anticipated conclusion to the Twilight Saga
illuminates the secrets and mysteries of this spellbinding romantic epic. It's here!
#1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of
Twilight with the highly anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story
of Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of view. "People do not want to
just read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A
literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times

A Wonderland of Burmese Legends
Things are different when you're a burden.I was dumped at Carroll's Home for
Troubled Youth by parents I can't quite remember-or maybe I came here on my
own. No I was found guilty of a crime and that's why I'm here. It all depends on
who you ask or choose to believe, I guess.I spend my days with my best friend
who's done way more heinous things than I have.He wants me to remember-to tell
him stories about being a stranger in a strange land, but I don't want to talk about
it because when you talk about things, that's how they become real again.
Because it was real, no matter what Dr. Carpenter or any of the orderlies say, and
Ever is the only one that believes me. He wants me to go back, but I can't. There's
a bounty on my head.I stole something from the Queen and she'll stop at nothing
to get it back.Nothing.

Wonderland
Delve into this stunning gift edition boasting the complete collection of Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales and original, iconic illustrations by John
Tenniel. The next edition in the Knickerbocker Classic series, Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland and Other Tales features the writings of Lewis Carroll, the master of
puns, puzzles, and fantasy that have been delighting adults and children alike for
over 150 years.This volume is comprised of both Alice books (Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass); the nonsense poems, including "The
Hunting of the Snark" and "Jabberwocky"; the novels Sylvie and Bruno and Sylvie
and Bruno Concluded; and essays and other miscellaneous writings of this prolific
writer. For Lewis Carroll fans worldwide, this stunning gift edition with an elegantly
designed cloth binding features a slipcase, ribbon marker, and a new introduction
by Lori Campbell. The Knickerbocker Classics bring together the essential works of
classic authors from around the world in stunning editions to be collected and
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enjoyed.

Papuan Wonderland
New Alice. New Wonderland. New stories to love. From the modern Alice dumped
in the Aquarian Age of the late sixties, to the present day Alice, tormented by body
image and emotional issues, to the Alice of the future, launched forward through
time and space, FALLING FOR ALICE offers five fresh takes on Lewis Carroll's classic
tale. For 150 years, people all over the world have fallen under Alice in
Wonderland's spell. Now, follow five Young Adult authors down the rabbit hole to
discover Alice like you've never seen her before. One thing is certain-this is not
your mother's Alice."

The Wonderland of India
Walt in Wonderland
Artist and writer Alys Caviness-Gober's second volume of poetry includes black-andwhite images of some of her own paintings and photographs. Alys is a juried
painter and photographer in the Hamilton County Artists' Association, and has won
several international awards for both her artwork and her writing. The collection of
poetry reflects the Author's spirituality, life-long illnesses, relationships, domestic
abuse, divorce, true love, and the highs and lows of life, love, friendship, dreams,
mysteries, and death.

History and Description of our Philippine Wonderland
When Hugo and Neve settle in Paris, they assume that they will enjoy a few
peaceful years away from the turmoil of British politics, but they are not nearly as
safe as they believe themselves to be, especially since everyone has something to
hide. Meanwhile, Max must learn to adapt to life on a sugar plantation in Barbados,
and decide whether to accept help from an unexpected and dangerous source; a
decision which may cost him his life.

The Wonderland of the Antipodes
Malice in Wonderland
The Road Through Wonderland
Goldmine's Rock'n Roll 45rpm Record Price Guide
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